LABS/Q Environmental Monitoring
Implementing your project has never been so easy
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Environmental Protection and Hygiene Monitoring
Two task areas in one module

Environmental protection and hygiene monitoring are an extension to LABS/Q®, which is used
in two different areas. This module serves the optimal support of your projects in the field of
operational environmental protection or -monitoring, as well as in contract laboratories of any
size. At the heart of this are project assignments that describe longer-running projects and
environmental protection problems in a structured manner.

The following information should be included:
• The individual samples and the
associated sample sites and materials
• Their sample types (method of sampling of the
sample, pre-treatment, and processing)
• The scope of each sample
(test characteristics and methods)
• Individual rotation data
(sampling cycles for each test characteristic)
• Limit values and limit value lists

Typical areas of application of project orders
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wastewater treatment plant monitoring
Operational monitoring investigations
Wastewater-cadastre (indirect discharge monitoring)
Residue and waste testing
Soil tests
Groundwater investigations as part of
a remediation of contaminated sites
• Emission and emission projects (including soil air
investigations on suspected contaminated sites)
• Raw, drinking and bath water monitoring
• Many more...
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Project Assignments
What are the advantages of project orders?

Project orders are comparable in their data
structure to inspection plans and also serve as the
basis for inspection orders. The subject area types
are used in project orders to differentiate between
the areas of responsibility.

An audit mandate refers to a subject area in the
field of environmental protection or environmental
monitoring. The assignment of a project order to
a subject area determines the type of inspection
orders that are created based on the project order.

Subjects		

Description

Sewage
General
Soil		
Emission
Immission
Material
Remnant		
Water		

Wastewater projects
UWS projects in general
Soil projects
Emissions projects
Immissions projects
Material projects
Residue projects
Water projects

Advantages:
• Regular and self-defined monitoring
of your system
• Automatic creation of the corresponding
inspection orders with the required 		
inspection characteristics
• Optimal support for users in the field
of operational environmental protection,
environmental monitoring and in contract
laboratories
• Structured mapping of long-term projects
as well as environmental protection 		
problems
• Information in project orders on the 		
individual samples (sampling points
and materials), their sample types
(type of sampling of the sample,
pre-treatment, processing), the scope
of each sample (test characteristics),
individual rotation information (sampling
cycles for each test characteristic) as well
as limit values and limit value lists enable
you to plan even complex projects

Subject areas of the module
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Project: Hygiene Monitoring
Sampling during aseptic filling

One possible application is, for instance,
in the field of hygiene monitoring. For
example, when filling active substances
under aseptic conditions, batch-related
microbiological tests are carried out and
documented. The number of tests at the
sample sites examined depends, for e.g.,
on the duration of the filling or the number
of interventions in the filling. Individual tests
are only carried out at the end of the last
bottling of the day in the affected plant.

If fillings with final sterilization are
carried out in the same plant, then
regular batch-independent sampling
is sufficient, which can also be
replaced by the batch-dependent
sampling described above.
In order to make the requirements
comprehensible, such a filling plant
and its associated sample points
are described in tabular form below:

Room

Description

Roomclass

A2-R1A

System with filling room

A

A1-R1B

Filling room

B

A1-R2

Sterile aisle filling room

B

A1-R3

Personnel airlock

B

A1-R4

Preparations room

C

A1-R5

Sterile aisle preparation room

C

A1-R6

Material lock

D
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Sampling points shall be sampled in
different ways:
•
•
•
•

Airborne germ count by sedimentation
Airborne germ count, qualitative
Surface nimage
Copy samples from the staff

For the area of aseptic filling, there are
specifications on how often and when
such checks (or final sterilization) have
to be carried out.
• Weekly
• Three times per batch
(beginning, middle and end)
• By structure per batch
• Daily at the end of production
• After one week at the latest, etc.
The microbiological sampling of a plant is
described by a project order in which the
samples are described for the individual sample
sites (assigned to a plant). The employees
involved in bottling are also described as not
(yet) personalized sample sites. All these project
orders for room monitoring are created for a
project.

On the one hand, you can define the required
regular sampling via a classic cycle (e.g., weekly),
on the other hand, you must define the batchrelated sampling for aseptic sampling.
• Samples that are taken regularly during bottling,
e.g., every four hours, and the number of which
depends on the duration of bottling
• Samples with a fixed number of samples
per filled batch
• Three times per batch at the beginning,
middle and end
• Once per batch at the beginning
(structure of the filling) or end
• A predetermined stock of samples for
personnel monitoring, e.g., 15 samples each
• Samples taken only at the end of the last
bottling of the day
For the corresponding regular sampling,
LABS/Q® automatically creates test orders,
while for batch-related sampling, a test order
with the corresponding number of samples is
created via a production order/production plan.
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Everyday example: Bottling of beverages
Reality up close!

Another example of the use of this module in the field
of hygiene monitoring is listed below.

This additional module to the LABS/Q®
can also provide you with competent
support when filling beverages. Here, too,
microbiological tests must be carried out
and documented. The number of tests at
the various sampling points depends, for
example, on the type of system and the
number of glass or PET bottles filled per
day at the respective system.
All specifications are incorporated into
project orders for the individual plants, in
which the individual sampling points are
taken into account.
If a production order is now created for a
specific system, LABS/Q® automatically
creates a planned test order with the
corresponding number of samples and
the required tests. This can be associated
with the automatic printing of the
required labels and, if necessary, sample
accompanying notes.

Plant / Sampling point

Sampling

Glass system / In front of the filler

A sample at the beginning of bottling

Glass system / After the filler

A sample at the beginning of bottling

Glass system / filling valve

A sample at the beginning of bottling

Microbiological monitoring
PET plant; Sampling points
MIBIPST1- MIBIPST10 and
PERSON1- PERSON4

One sample at the beginning

Filling PET system 1
(<30000 bottles)

Three samples during bottling; evenly
distributed over time with samples at
the beginning and at the end

Filling PET system 2
(<30000 bottles)

A sample is taken every 180 minutes
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Our strengths, your advantages
iCD System GmbH offers you help and support in every phase of
your project. You benefit from 40 years of experience in Laboratory
informatics and will receive a standard solution for all laboratories
with state-of-the-art architecture and optimal connection to your
IT landscape.
Contact us, we are happy to support you!

iCD System GmbH
D - 50933 Cologne
Phone +49 221 670265-0
info@icd-system.com
www.icd-system.com
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